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Abstract

Resonance energy transfer between lipid-bound fluorescent probe 3-methoxybenzanthrone as a donor and heme
group of cytochromec as an acceptor has been examined to ascertain the protein disposition relative to the surface
of model membranes composed of phosphatidylcholine and cardiolipin(10, 50 and 80 mol%). The model of energy
transfer in membrane systems has been extended to the case of donors distributed between the two-bilayer leaflets
and acceptors located at the outer monolayer taking into account the donor and acceptor orientational behavior.
Assuming specific protein orientation relative to the membrane surface and varying lateral distance of the donor–
acceptor closest approach in the range from 0 to 3.5 nm the limits for possible heme distances from the bilayer
midplane have been found to be 0.8–3 nm(10 mol% CL), 0–2.6 nm(50 mol% CL), and 1.4–3.3 nm(80 mol%
CL).
� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Cytochromec, a component of the mitochondri-
al electron transport chain, is proved to be a protein
whose functioning strongly depends on the nature
of its interactions with membrane lipidsw1,2x.
These interactions play an essential role in deter-
mining the conformation of cytc, its bilayer
location and orientation of heme groupsw3–5x.
Numerous studies suggest that the cytc binding
to a lipid bilayer involves several steps:(i) for-
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mation of electrostatic contacts and hydrogen
bonds between the amino acid side chains and
phospholipid headgroupsw6–8x; (ii) conformation-
al changes of the protein molecule coupled with
structural reorganization of the lipid bilayerw9–
14x; and (iii ) hydrophobic protein–lipid interac-
tions originating either from the penetration of the
non-polar amino acid residues in the membrane
hydrocarbon regionw7,15x or incorporation of the
lipid acyl chain into the hydrophobic cavity in the
protein moleculew16–18x. Despite abundance of
information on the mechanisms of cytc association
with lipids a lot of features of the binding process
remain unclear. In particular, the disposition of the
protein molecule relative to the lipid–water inter-
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face is not yet unequivocally ascertained. A variety
of physical methods provide evidence for cytc
insertion in the membrane interior, but so far there
is a significant lack of detailed knowledge of the
factors controlling this process and its quantitative
characteristics. Specifically, little is known about
the depth of cytc bilayer penetration. One attempt
to answer this question was made in our previous
works w19,20x. To gain insight into the structure
of the cytc–lipid model system we examined the
resonance energy transfer(RET) between the
membrane-embedded fluorescent probes as donors
and the heme group of cytc as the acceptor. The
RET efficiency is known to depend on the donor–
acceptor separation, the donor quantum yield,
overlap of the donor emission and acceptor absorp-
tion spectra and relative orientation of the donor
and acceptor transition dipoles(orientation factor)
w21,22x. The accuracy of the RET-based distance
estimation is primarily determined by adequacy of
the theoretical model employed in analyzing the
experimental data and validity of the assumptions
concerning the orientation factor value. The prob-
lem of the orientation factor is regarded as the
main limitation of the RET methodw22x. In the
majority of RET models the orientation factor is
considered as being distance-independent, attaining
certain dynamically or statically averaged values.
However, in two-dimensional membrane systems
where chromophores are located in the plane, there
exists certain distribution of donor–acceptor dis-
tances and relative orientations of the donors and
acceptors. As a consequence, the orientation factor
becomes dependent on the donor–acceptor sepa-
ration. This peculiar feature of energy transfer in
membranes has not been taken into account in our
previous RET investigation of cytc location in the
lipid bilayer. To obtain more adequate structural
information on the cytc–lipid model system the
goals of the present study were:(i) to extend the
model of energy transfer in membrane systems by
introducing the orientation factor as a function of
the donor–acceptor separation and orientational
distributions of the donor emission and acceptor
absorption transition moments; and(ii) to charac-
terize the location of cytc in the lipid bilayers
composed of PC and CL, the latter being a putative

constituent of the protein binding site in the inner
mitochondrial membranew23x.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental

Egg yolk PC and beef heart CL were purchased
from Biolek (Kharkiv, Ukraine). Both phospholip-
ids gave single spots by thin layer chromatography
in the solvent system chloroform:methanol:acetic
acid:water, 25:15:4:2, vyv). Bovine heart cytc
(oxidized form) and thiourea were obtained from
Reakhim (Russia). MBA was from Zonde
(Latvia).

Unilamellar phospholipid vesicles composed of
PC and 10, 50 or 80 mol% of CL were prepared
by the ethanol injection methodw24x. Fluorescence
measurements were performed with Signe spectro-
fluorometer(Latvia). MBA emission spectra were
excited at 440 nm. Excitation and emission slit
widths were set at 5 nm. Fluorescence intensity
measured in the presence of cytc at the maximum
of MBA emission spectra(540 nm) was corrected
for reabsorption and inner filter effects. To choose
the most appropriate method of correction, we
compared the theoretical and empirical correction
coefficients. Theoretical coefficients were calculat-
ed asw20,25x:

ex emyA ex ex yA em emo o1y10 A qA 1y10 A qAŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .o a o a
ks ex emex emy A ex y A emqA qA( (o oa a) )1y10 A 1y10 AŽ . Ž .o o

(1)
where , are the donor optical densities atex emA Ao o

the excitation and emission wavelengths in the
absence of acceptor( ;0.04, was negligi-ex emA Ao o

ble), , are the acceptor optical densities atex emA Aa a

the excitation and emission wavelengths, respec-
tively. The heme concentrations used in the RET
experiments fall in the range 1.2–5.1mM (10
mol% CL), 1.4–6.2mM (50 mol% CL), and 1.2–
7.1 mM (80 mol% CL). These concentrations
correspond to the following limits of the acceptor
optical densities: 10 mol% CL— ;0.02–0.1,exAa

;0.01–0.06; 50 mol% CL— ;0.03–0.12,em exA Aa a

;0.02–0.07; 80 mol% CL— ;0.02–0.14,em exA Aa a

;0.01–0.08.emAa
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Fig. 1. Scheme of spatial and orientational relationships
between donor and acceptor planar arrays in a lipid bilayer.

Theoretical correction coefficients(k ) calculat-th

ed from Eq.(1) using the aboveA andA valueso a

were estimated to be: 10 mol% CL—k ;1.05–th

1.21; 50 mol% CL—k ;1.06–1.26; 80 mol%th

CL—k ;1.05–1.3. The validity of these estimatesth

was assessed by comparing thek values with theth

empirical correction coefficients(k ). Empiricalem

correction was based on the fact that cytc very
weakly binds to lipids at the ionic strengths above
0.5 M w15x. This allowed us to determine thekem

values as the ratio of the donor fluorescence
intensities measured at the ionic strength of 0.6 M
in the absence and presence of the protein. The
k estimates derived in such a way were foundem

to be: 10 mol% CL—k ;1.06–1.29; 50 mol%em

CL—k ;1.07–1.4; 80 mol% CL—k ;1.06–em em

1.41. Thus, the difference betweenk and kth em

values appeared to be rather small. Finally,kem

values were used for obtaining corrected donor
fluorescence intensities.

Critical distance of energy transfer between
MBA and the heme group of cytc (R ) calculated0

as described previouslyw20x was found to be 3.3
nm. To prevent protein-induced lipid peroxidation
all RET experiments were conducted in the pres-
ence of antioxidant thiourea(100 mM).

2.2. Theory

The results of RET measurements were quanti-
tatively interpreted in terms of the model of energy
transfer in two-dimensional systemsw26x extended
here by taking into account relative orientations of
donors and acceptors. Donors are assumed to be
uniformly distributed in two planes confined to
the outer and inner bilayer leaflets while acceptors
are supposed to be located only at the outer
membrane side(Fig. 1). In this case relative
quantum yield of a donor(Q ) can be representedr

as a sum of two terms corresponding to energy
transfer from the outer(Q ) and inner(Q ) donorr1 r2

planes:

Q s0.5 Q qQŽ .r r1 r2

`B
N1w xs0.5 expyl I l dlC Ž Ž ..1|

D 0

` E
N2w xq expyl I l dl (2)FŽ Ž ..2|

G0

R r 6d w zB ER02 C FI l s exp ylk Rx |Ž . Ž .1 |
D GRy ~2d 2( y0.5d qRy c )t e

B E2R
C F= dR (3)22 2
D GR y d y0.5d yRŽ .d c t e

R r 6d w zB ER02 C FI l s exp ylk Rx |Ž . Ž .2 |
D GRy ~d q0.5dc t

B E2R
C F= dR (4)22
D GR y d q0.5dŽ .d c t

2s 2N spC R y d y0.5d ; NŽ Ž . .1 a d c t 2
2s 2spC R y d q0.5d (5)Ž Ž . .a d c t

here Forster radius is represented as6 2R sk R ØŽ .0¨
, , is the orienta-6 1y6r r y4 2R R s979 n Q J k RŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0 r D

tion factor, Q is the donor quantum yield,n isD r

the refractive index of the medium(n s1.37), Jr

is the spectral overlap integral calculated by
numerical integration,lstyt , t is the lifetimed d

of an excited donor in the absence of acceptors,
d is the acceptor distance from the bilayer mid-c

plane,d is the separation between donor planes,t

R is the minimum horizontal separation of donore

and acceptor(minimum lateral distance between
the application points of the donor emission and
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Fig. 2. The relative quantum yield of MBA as a function of
acceptor surface concentration. Lipid concentration, mM—0.7
(10% CL), 0.4 (50% CL), 0.3 (80% CL). MBA concentration
was 4mM.

acceptor absorption transition moments); d is them

membrane thickness(see Fig. 1), is the accep-sCa

tor concentration per unit area related to the molar
concentrations of lipids(L) and bound acceptor
(B): , f , f aresC sBy 0.5L = f S qf SŽ . Ž .a PC PC CL CL PC CL

the mole fractions of PC and CL;S , S arePC CL

mean areas per PC and CL headgroups, respec-
tively (S s0.65 nm ,S s1.2 nm) w27x. The2 2

PC CL

values of have been determined in a separatesCa

series of binding experiments as described in more
detail elsewherew19,20x.

Assuming that donor emission and acceptor
absorption transition moments are axially distrib-
uted within a cone with half-anglesc , dynami-D,A

cally averaged value of the orientation factor is
given by w21x:

2 x2 x x x xk sk d d q1y3 1yd q1y3 1ydŽ . Ž .D A D A
2 x x 2 x xqcosQ d 1yd qcosQ d 1yd (6)Ž . Ž .D D A A A D

2x2k s sinQ sinQ cosFy2cosQ cosQ (7)Ž .D A D A

where Q and Q are the angles between theD A

donor or acceptor cone axis and the vector joining
donor and acceptor(R); F is the angle between
the planes containing the cone axes and vector ,R

and (below referred to asd and d ) arex xd dD A D A

axial depolarization factors

x 2
N Md s3y2 cosc y1y2 (8)D,A D,A

related to the steady-stater and fundamentalr0

anisotropies of donor and acceptorw21x:
1y2xd s" r yr (9)Ž .D,A D,A 0D,A

In the case of acceptors distributed over a plane
the orientation factor appears to be a function of
the donor–acceptor separation(R) or the angleu
between vectorR and normal to bilayer surface
(D ), since (Fig. 1). The for-Z ZRs d "0.5d secux c t

malism for describing energy transfer between
donors and acceptors whose transition moments
are symmetrically distributed about axes parallel
to the bilayer normal has been developed by
Davenport et al.w28x. In the present paper this
formalism has been extended to a more complex
case, taking into account the orientational behavior
of the heme transition moment in the cytc mole-
cule. We have assumed that in the lipid-bound
state cytc adopts certain specific orientation rela-

tive to the membrane surface, so that normal to
the porphyrin plane(A ) makes an anglea withx

the bilayer normalD (Fig. 1). Donor emissionx

and acceptor absorption transition dipoles are con-
sidered to be axially symmetrically distributed
aboutD andA , lying on the surface of the conesx x

with half-anglesc and c , respectively. Follow-D A

ing the averaging procedure proposed in Dale et
al. w21x and applying Soleillet’s theorem to
describe depolarization of the transition moments
one obtains:

122 x x 2 xk u sd d d 3cosuy1 q 1ydŽ . Ž . Ž .D A a D3
1 xq 1yd dŽ .A a3

2 x x x xqcosu d y2d d d qd d (10)Ž .D D A a A a

where
2d s3y2cosay1y2 (11)a

3. Results

Shown in Fig. 2 are the experimental depend-
encies of the MBA relative quantum yield on the
surface concentration of cytc heme groups. To
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Table 1
Structural parameters of cytochromec–lipid complexes

Re PC:CL (9:1, mol:mol) PC:CL (1:1, mol:mol) PC:CL (1:4, mol:mol)

dc
minDP

sDP
maxDP dc

minDP
sDP

maxDP dc
minDP

sDP
maxDP

0 3.0 0 0.2 2.3 2.6 0.3 0.6 2.7 3.3 0 0 2.0
1.5 2.5 0.4 0.7 2.8 2.2 0.7 1.0 3.1 2.9 0 0.3 2.4
2.0 2.2 0.7 1.0 3.1 1.9 1.0 1.3 3.4 2.6 0.3 0.6 2.7
2.5 1.8 1.1 1.4 3.5 1.5 1.4 1.7 3.8 2.2 0.7 1.3 3.1
3.0 1.3 1.6 1.9 4.0 0.9 2.0 2.3 4.4 1.8 1.1 1.7 3.5
3.5 0.8 2.1 2.4 4.5 ™0 1.4 1.5 2.1 3.9

All values are given in nanometers.

extract quantitative information on the heme bilay-
er location the results of RET measurements were
analyzed in terms of the above energy transfer
model. As seen from the relationships(6,10)
application of this model requires knowing the
depolarization factorsd , d andd . The value ofD A a

d was calculated from Eq.(9). Steady-state ani-D

sotropy measurements yieldedr of approximatelyD

0.05 for MBA bound to PCyCL model membranes
regardless of their CL content. The fundamental
anisotropy was taken from the data reported else-
where(0.28 atl s440 nmw30x). By substitutingex

these anisotropy values in Eq.(9) one obtains
d s0.4. In d determination we used linearD A

dichroism data indicating that transition moment
of cyt c lies within the porphyrin planew5x. In this
casec spy2 andd sy0.5.A A

The estimation ofd was based on the assump-a

tion that cytc possesses specific lipid-binding site
responsible for certain preferable orientation of the
protein molecule with respect to bilayer surface.
According to the literary data this site is likely to
contain clustered lysine residues, particularly,
Lys and Lys w16x. Thus, one can assume that72 73

positively charged nitrogen atoms of Lys , Lys72 73

and one of the adjacent clustered lysines(86, 87,
88, 79, 39, 53, 55) lie in the protein–lipid contact
plane. Being parallel to the membrane surface this
plane makes an anglea with the porphyrin ring.
Using crystallographic coordinates of cytc w29x
we have found that for the aforementioned lysine
residues the anglea lies between 58 and 828
(depending on the third lysine added to Lys and72

Lys in the contact plane definition). These values73

were used in calculatingd according to Eq.(11).a

The estimates ofd , d and d were furtherD a a

employed in analyzing the quenching profiles pre-
sented in Fig. 2 within the framework of the model
described by Eqs.(2)–(5) and(10). This analysis
was aimed at estimation of the heme distance from
the bilayer center(d ) by the fitting procedurec

involving minimization of the function:
na1 2e tfs Q yQ (12)Ž .r r8na is1

where is the experimentalQ value, is thee tQ Qr r r

relative quantum yield calculated by numerical
integration of Eqs.(2)–(5) and (10), n is thea

number of acceptor concentrations employed in
the RET experiments. In the data fitting parameter
d was optimized while parametersd andR werec t e

held constant. Since hydrophobic fluorescent probe
MBA is supposed to be located at the boundary
between polar and non-polar membrane regions,
distributing between the outer and inner bilayer
leaflets w30x, the values ofd were chosen to bet

close to the thickness of hydrocarbon core, being
approximately 2.4 nmw27x. ParameterR charac-e

terizing minimum lateral donor–acceptor distance
was varied in the limits 0–3.5 nm. WhenR s0e

the protein does not exclude any area in the outer
donor plane while at the greaterR values cytc ise

supposed to pierce this plane. The upperR limite

was taken to be consistent with the size of cytc
molecule.

Shown in Table 1 are the estimates of heme
distance from the bilayer midplane providing the
best fit of experimental quenching profiles. Thef
values derived in the data treatment fall in the
range from 1.5=10 to 3=10 .y4 y3
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4. Discussion

As a first step in analyzing the results presented
here it is important to justify the assumptions
underlying the approach by which quantitative
information on the structure of the cytc–lipid
model system was extracted from the RET studies.
The main point of these assumptions concerns the
existence of the preferential orientation of cytc
with respect to the membrane surface. The idea
that the cyt c molecule contains specific lipid-
binding site was put forward as early as 1971w3x
and developed in a series of further works
w5,16,17x. The rationale of this idea comes from
crystallographic studies that recovered such struc-
tural features of cytc as segregation of acidic and
basic groups and arrangement of non-polar amino
acids residues into the two hydrophobic ‘channels’
connecting the heme crevice with the protein
surfacew3x. The opening of each of these channels
is surrounded by a cluster of basic groups pertain-
ing to lysine residues. This fact has led a number
of authors to propose that one of such positively
charged clusters is involved in cytc binding to
mitochondrial lipids, particularly, to negatively
charged CL. Recent studies have provided evi-
dence for the existence of two distinct acidic
phospholipid binding sites in the cytc molecule,
denoted as A- and C-sitesw16,17x. The A-site is
thought to account for electrostatic interactions
between cytc and deprotonated phospholipids,
while the C-site is responsible for the protein
association with protonated phospholipids via
hydrogen bonding. Given the peculiarities of the
cyt c structure it has been suggested that the A-
site contains clustered basic residues, specifically,
the invariant lysines located at positions 72 and
73 w16x. Thus, it is highly probable that Lys and72

Lys are involved in cytc binding to the PCyCL73

model membranes examined in the present study.
This allowed us to suppose that there exists a
particular protein–lipid contact plane containing
Lys and Lys . To describe this fact mathemati-72 73

cally, an angle between the contact plane and
porphyrin ring (a) was introduced in the RET
model and calculated from crystallographic data.
The existence of specific protein orientation rela-
tive to the bilayer surface implies that this angle

is identical for all acceptors involved in energy
transfer.

However, it is evident that the abovea estimates
must be considered as a rough approximation to
the real situation since structural features of the
protein free in solution cannot be strictly derived
from crystallographic data. In view of this it
seemed of importance to ascertain to what extent
RET efficiency depends on the anglea. Interest-
ingly, for d and d values derived in the presentD A

study theoretical curvesQ ( ) and, as illustratedsCr a

in Fig. 3, parameters recovered from the curve-
fitting procedure, were found to exhibit no marked
dependence ona. This means that the approach
proposed here does not permit answering the ques-
tion of what site at the protein surface is respon-
sible for the formation of protein–lipid contacts.

The next point noteworthy concerns the ration-
ales underlying the choice of the bounds for
distance of closest approach of donors and accep-
tors (R ). As indicated above, this parameter ise

sensitive to the magnitude of the lipid-induced
conformational changes of the protein molecule.
A number of studies provide evidence for desta-
bilization of cyt c tertiary structure on the protein
association with anionic phospholipidsw11,12,31x.
Solid state H-NMRw12x and FTIR w31x studies2

revealed loosening and reversible unfolding of the
cyt c molecule at the lipid–water interface. An
increased susceptibility of cytc to denaturation by
urea was observed on the protein binding to lipid
micelles w34x. All these findings suggest that the
lipid-bound state of cytc bears a resemblance to
a molten globule state occurring as an intermediate
on the protein denaturationw35x. Although the
molten globule state is featured by the increased
intramolecular mobility and loosening of the over-
all protein structure, an increase of the hydrody-
namic radius of the protein molecule does not
exceed 20%w35x. According to X-ray data cytc
can be approximated by a spheroid with dimen-
sions 3=3.4=3.4 nm w3,29x. Taking the heme
radius to be 0.6 nm and supposing that the average
size of cyt c to change by a factor of no more
than 1.2 it follows that on the protein association
with lipids maximum possible distance of the heme
center from the protein surface is approximately 3
nm. Given that MBA radius is approximately 0.6
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Fig. 3. Three-dimensional diagrams illustrating the relationships between the heme distance from the bilayer center(d ), lateralc

distance of closest approach between donor and acceptor(R ) and the angle between the porphyrin plane and membrane surfacee

(a). CL content, mol%: A, 10; B, 50; C, 80.

nm w36x, the reasonable choice for the maximum
possible lateral distance between the acceptor and
donor centers seems to be 3.5–4 nm.

In the following it seems of importance to
consider the factors that may affect the randomness
of the donor or acceptor distribution thereby ren-
dering the above analysis untenable. These include:

(i) the formation of negatively charged lipid clus-
ters on the binding of cytc to bilayers composed
of neutral and anionic phospholipidsw1,32x; and
(ii) aggregation of the lipid-bound proteinw33x.
Lipid clustering phenomena are analyzed in several
theoretical models proposed by Mosior and Mc-
Laughlin w37x, Denisov et al.w38x, Heimburg et
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al. w39x, May et al.w40x. A series of models have
been developed to consider the case of acceptor
exclusion from the protein aggregatew41x. The
concepts of fractal geometry have been used to
describe energy transfer from the lipid domain to
the protein aggregatew42x.

In the model systems lipid clustering or protein
aggregation are observed under the strict experi-
mental conditions. The magnitude of these effects
depends on the surface concentration of the bound
peptide or protein. For instance, fluorescence imag-
ing microscopy study of the domain-forming prop-
erties of the basic peptide pentalysine revealed that
in the DOPCyDOPS (9:1) bilayer lipid clusters
are formed in the restricted region of peptide
concentrations—from 0.1 to 2 mM(Ls0.1 mM)
w38x. Likewise, the size of lipid domains was
demonstrated to change as the peptide concentra-
tion increased. The domains enriched in acidic
phospholipids were observed on the binding of cyt
c to PCyPA (19:1) model membranesw43x. It was
found that the size and extent of domain formation
depend on cytc concentration, ionic strength and
membrane composition. In the presence of 10mM
of cyt c (Ls0.5 mM) small multiple domains
were observed. As far as the aggregation of lipid-
bound cytc is concerned, the magnitude of this
effect was demonstrated to be crucially dependent
on temperaturew31,33x. IR-studies of cytc–CL
systems provided no evidence for the protein
aggregation at the temperatures below 308C w31x.

As indicated above, the RET measurements
discussed here have been performed at room tem-
perature(25 8C) with the protein concentration
varying from 1 to 7mM and lipid concentration
of 0.7 mM (10 mol% CL), 0.4 mM (50 mol%
CL) and 0.3 mM (80 mol% CL). Under these
conditions the concentration of the protein free in
solution appeared to be negligibly small, i.e. the
concentration of bound protein(B) was close to
the total protein concentration(P). This was prov-
en in the separate series of binding and RET
experiments conducted with lipid concentrations
varied from 0.1 to 0.5 mM and protein concentra-
tion lying between 1 and 6mM. The quenching
efficiency was found to decrease as the lipid
concentration increases. Furthermore, taken togeth-
er all 18 measuredQ values yielded a singler

exponential-like curveQ (PyL) with the deviationr

of some points lying within the experimental
uncertainty. These findings suggest thatB;P with-
in the employed ranges ofP andL since if B were
dependent onL we would observe scattered exper-
imental points instead of the quenching profile
identical for allByL ratios used in the experiment.
The fact that being plotted vs.PyL (rather than
vs. ByL) Q values are concentrated near to ar

single curve with no abnormalities could be inter-
preted as indicating that the quenching pattern
does not undergo marked changes as the surface
concentration of bound protein increases. In other
words, within the employed range of cytc concen-
trations the randomness of the donor or acceptor
distribution is unlikely to be considerably dis-
turbed. On the contrary, if chromophore distribu-
tion becomes non-random the quenching
conditions will change with varying protein con-
centration so that the quenching profileQ (PyL)r

might be expected to be non-exponential. Based
on the above arguments we have concluded that
in the system under study the extent of lipid
clustering or protein aggregation is rather small,
i.e. these phenomena do not manifest themselves
under the experimental conditions of our RET
measurements.

Fig. 3 shows how the heme distance from the
bilayer midplane, being the optimizing parameter
in the data fitting, depends on the fixed parameters
R and a. It seemed of interest to ascertain whate

bilayer positions of the protein are consistent with
the recoveredd values. Denoting the verticalc

distance from the acceptor plane to the protein
surface being in contact with lipids asr the depths

of the protein bilayer penetration can be calculated
from . Taking the radius ofD s0.5d y d yrŽ .p m c s

the porphyrin ring to be 0.6 nm and assuming that
association of cytc with lipids causes the average
diameter of the protein to increase by not greater
than 20%(from 3 to 3.6 nm, as on the transition
to molten globule state) the limits for r would bes

(0.6 nm and (3 nm. Then, the lowermin maxr rs s

and upper estimates for the depth of the cytc
bilayer penetration can be obtained as follows:

min minD s0.5d yd qr ;P m c s
max maxD s0.5d yd qr (13)P m c s
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whered is the bilayer thickness that for the modelm

membranes is known to be approximately 4.6 nm
w44x. Derived in such a wayD limits (Table 1)P

correspond to the two extreme cases when the
porphyrin ring is oriented perpendicularly to the
bilayer surface and located in the hemispheres of
the protein globule facing the lipid or aqueous
phase, respectively. Additionally, a more unequiv-
ocal D estimate( ) can be obtained in terms ofsDP P

the above assumption as to the involvement of
Lys and Lys in the formation of protein–lipid72 73

contacts:
s s sD s0.5d yd qr ; r (R* yr sina (14)P m c s s P t

wherer is the distance between the center of thet

protein globule and application point of the heme
transition moment, is the average radius ofR* P

the cytc molecule in the lipid-bound state. Taking
to be 1.8 nm,r is 1.1 nm w5x, and afpy3R* P t

one obtains that is approximately 0.9 nm. Assrs

seen in Table 1, most ofD estimates are sugges-P

tive of cyt c penetration in the membrane interior.
Importantly, these estimates do not exclude the
possibility of practically full insertion of the cytc
molecule in the lipid bilayer. Such a possibility is
corroborated by NMR data indicating that in CL-
containing bilayers cytc can bring about the
rearrangement of lipid molecules into inverted
micelles and the hexagonal H phasew14x. On theII

formation of such structures the protein molecule,
bearing net positive charge, appears to be
entrapped into the interior of aqueous cylinders
spanning the membrane or in the polar core of
inverted micelles. This mechanism of cytc bilayer
penetration does not require any significant redis-
tribution of the polar and non-polar amino acid
residues.

On the other hand, lipid-induced conformational
changes of the protein involving loosening or
unfolding of cyt c structure w9–11,13x are sup-
posed to promote exposure of non-polar protein
areas accounting for cytc insertion into the
membrane corew7x. However, it should be noted
that there exists another mechanism of hydropho-
bic protein–lipid interactions that is not associated
with the penetration of cytc in the hydrocarbon
region. This mechanism involves extension of the
lipid tails in the opposite directions from the

headgroup and further accommodation of one acyl
chain within the non-polar cavity of cytc w17x.
Such changes in the structural state of lipid mole-
cules are hardly probable to occur without partial
penetration of cytc in the bilayer interior, up to
the level of initial carbons of acyl chains. The
results presented here are consistent with this
possibility.

In summary, it seems of importance to empha-
size that the estimates obtained for the depth of
cyt c bilayer penetration strongly depend on the
choice of the putative lipid-binding site on the
protein surface. Taking into account one of the
models of cytc association with anionic phospho-
lipids w17x we have analyzed the results of RET
measurements on the assumption that this site
contains clustered lysine residues, specifically,
Lys and Lys . The main advantage of the RET72 73

model employed in this study over those used
previously w19,20x consists in a more adequate
analysis of orientational behavior of donors and
acceptors. However, this model appears to be
inappropriate in treating the case of non-random
chromophore distribution that may originate from
the formation of lipid domains or cytc aggrega-
tion. Further RET-based structural characterization
of cyt c–lipid systems requires the acquisition of
unambiguous data by the proper choice of experi-
mental conditions and application of more sophis-
ticated theoretical approaches.

5. Nomenclature

cyt c: cytochromec
PC: phosphatidylcholine
CL: cardiolipin
MBA: 3-methoxybenzanthrone
RET: resonance energy transfer
DOPC: dioleoylphosphatidylcholine
DOPS: dioleoylphosphatidylserine
PA: phosphatidic acid
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